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QUESTION 1

Your company has an Azure DevOps project, 

The source code for the project is stored in an on-premises repository and uses on an on-premises build server. 

You plan to use Azure DevOps to control the build process on the build server by using a self-hosted agent. 

You need to implement the self-hosted agent. 

You download and install the agent on the build server. 

Which two actions should you perform next? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. From Azure, create a shared access signature (SAS). 

B. From the build server, create a certificate, and then upload the certificate to Azure Storage. 

C. From the build server, create a certificate, and then upload the certificate to Azure Key Vault. 

D. From DevOps, create a personal access token (PAT). 

E. From the build server, run config.cmd. 

Correct Answer: DE 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/pipelines/agents/v2-windows?view=azure-devops (Get PAT, run config) 

 

QUESTION 2

SIMULATION 

You need to ensure that the https://contoso.com/statushook webhook is called every time a repository named
az40010480345acr1 receives a new version of an image named dotnetapp. 

To complete this task, sign in to the Microsoft Azure portal. 

Correct Answer: See solution below. 

1. 

Sign in to the Azure portal. 

2. 

Navigate to the container registry az40010480345acr1. 

3. 

Under Services, select Webhooks. 

4. 
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Select the existing webhook https://contoso.com/statushook, and double-click on it to get its properties. 

5. 

For Trigger actions select image push 

Example web hook: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/container-registry-webhook 

 

QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 

Your company wants to use Azure Application Insights to understand how user behaviors affect an application. 

Which application Insights tool should you use to analyze each behavior? To answer, drag the appropriate tools to the
correct behaviors. Each tool may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar
between 

panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: User Flows 

The User Flows tool visualizes how users navigate between the pages and features of your site. It\\'s great for
answering questions like: 

How do users navigate away from a page on your site? 

What do users click on a page on your site? 

Where are the places that users churn most from your site? 

Are there places where users repeat the same action over and over? 

Box 2: Users 

Box 3: Impact 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/app/usage-flows 
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QUESTION 4

Your company develops an application named App1 that is deployed in production. 

As part of an application update, a new service is being added to App1. The new service requires access to an
application named App2 that is currently in development. 

You need to ensure that you can deploy the update to App1 before App2 becomes available. You must be able to
enable the service in App1 once App2 is deployed. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a branch in the build. 

B. Implement a branch policy. 

C. Create a fork in the build. 

D. Implement a feature flag. 

Correct Answer: D 

Feature flags support a customer-first DevOps mindset, to enable (expose) and disable (hide) features in a solution,
even before they are complete and ready for release. Incorrect Answers: 

C: Branch policies are an important part of the Git workflow and enable you to: Isolate work in progress from the
completed work in your master branch Guarantee changes build before they get to master 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/migrate/phase-features-with-feature-flags 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company uses Azure DevOps to manage the build and release processes for applications. 

You use a Git repository for applications source control. 

You plan to create a new branch from an existing pull request. Later, you plan to merge the new branch and the target
branch of the pull request. 

You need to use a pull request action to create the new branch. The solution must ensure that the branch uses only a
portion of the code in the pull request. 

Which pull request action should you use? 

A. Set as default branch 

B. Approve with suggestions 

C. Cherry-pick 

D. Reactivate 

E. Revert 
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Correct Answer: C 

Cherry-pick a pull request 

To copy changes made in a pull request to another branch in your repo, follow these steps: 

1.

 In a completed pull request, select Cherry-pick, or for an active pull request, select Cherry-pick from the ... menu.
Cherry-picking a pull request in this way creates a new branch with the copied changes. Merge into a target branch in a
second pull request. 

2.

 In Target branch, enter the branch you want to merge the copied changes. 

3.

 In Topic branch name, enter a new branch to contain the copied changes, then select Cherry-pick. 

4.

 Select Create pull request to merge the topic branch into the target branch to complete the cherry-pick. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/repos/git/pull-requests 
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